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 Agenda At-A-Glance

WEDNESDAY, JULY 21, 2021

10:30AM – 11:00AM ET

11:00AM – 11:05AM ET

11:05AM – 11:55AM ET

 
11:55AM – 12:00PM ET

12:00PM – 1:00PM ET

12:00PM – 12:45PM ET 

1:00PM – 1:45PM ET

 
1:00PM – 1:45PM ET 
 

1:45PM – 2:00PM ET

2:00PM – 2:45PM ET 
 

2:00PM – 3:30PM ET

3:30PM – 4:20PM ET 
 

4:20PM – 4:50PM ET 

4:50PM – 5:00PM ET

REMO PLATFORM OPENS 

OPENING REMARKS

PANEL: LEVERAGING HIT LEADERSHIP TO INFLUENCE THE 
STRATEGIC DIRECTION OF THE ORGANIZATION

TRANSITION TIME

BUSINESS MEETINGS & TABLE TALK

HEALTHCARE IT INSTITUTE VIRTUAL THINK TANKS

THINK TANK: DATA ADVANTAGE: OPERATIONALIZING 
BETTER, FASTER DECISIONS AT EVERY LEVEL 

THINK TANK: BUILDING WORLD-CLASS PATIENT ACCESS 
EXPERIENCES

THINK TANK: HEALTHCARE CISOS GUIDE TO 
RANSOMWARE PROTECTION AND CONNECTED MEDICAL 
DEVICES

BREAK

THINK TANK: IMPLEMENTING AN AI STRATEGY FOR 
ONGOING IMPACT ACROSS THE ENTERPRISE — A CIO’S 
GUIDE

BUSINESS MEETINGS & TABLE TALK

PANEL: DIGITAL HEALTH, PATIENT EXPERIENCE AND 
DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGY: THE PROMISE AND THE 
REALITY

RANSOMWARE: HOW ATTACKERS DEPLOY IT AND HOW 
YOU CAN STOP IT 

CLOSING REMARKS

All times listed are Eastern Time (ET)

While no one could have predicted the current situation, we are continuing our 
commitment to creating space for networking, knowledge transfer, dialogue and 
collaboration amongst hospital and health system IT Executives, and their partners, 
even if we cannot (physically) be together. 
On the Remo Platform, you will have an opportunity to learn and share insights, 
strategies, tips and tactics, as well as engage in stimulating discussions around 
minimizing the risks and maximizing the opportunities facing hospitals and health 
systems.
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10:30AM – 11:00AM ET  REMO PLATFORM OPENS

11:00AM – 11:05AM ET  OPENING REMARKS

11:05AM – 11:55AM ET  PANEL: LEVERAGING HIT LEADERSHIP TO INFLUENCE THE STRATEGIC DIRECTION OF THE   

  ORGANIZATION

2020 will be remembered as a year of dramatic shifts and unprecedented disruption. For 
healthcare IT leaders, the COVID-19 pandemic put an unexpected spotlight on the digital 
workplace and remote work, on crisis management and adaptive culture, and on elevating 
health IT.
As we forge into 2021, hospital and health system IT Leaders are being called upon to 
continue leading through ongoing change and uncertainty.  In addition, consumerism, 
virtual medicine and meeting patients outside the four walls of the hospital presents a new 
challenge for IT to deliver on consumer expectations by sharing data – clinical and 
financial – with them, but at the same time being vigilant of cyber threats.  From AI to 
RPA, IT will be exploring solutions to help physicians improve their daily workflows and 
alleviate stress and burnout.  In order to provide meaning to the vast amounts of data being 
collected on a daily basis, IT will need create the organizational skills and structures to 
have a functional analytics department as well as continue to deliver and demonstrate value 
from the various technology implementations and initiatives.
IT Executives in hospitals and health systems across the US are in an increasingly critical 
position to influence the competitiveness and sustainability of their organizations.  This 
panel of IT Leaders will challenge you to consider some of the following significant issues 
and to provide your thoughts in this interactive panel discussion.
 •  IT Team highlight / success during the pandemic
 •  Aligning IT Strategy with org strategy
 •  Go Big or Go Home:
    o  How are you helping to impact / drive the bottom line?
    o  How are you embracing forward thinking?
    o  How are you breaking the cycle, removing the archaic and innovating
 •  Meeting mounting cybersecurity challenges
 •  New entrants (e.g. Amazon, Walmart etc) – friends or foes?
 •  Partnerships with Fortune Companies to provide care – what does this mean for IT?
 •  VC Space – Why now? (Polaris / General Catalyst).  What is the landscape and how  
    will it change?
 •  Regulatory changes – staying up to date – ONC / Executive Orders / 21st Century  
    Cures Act – how do you respond (other than through existing bodies, like AMA /  
    AHIMA)

11:55AM – 12:00PM ET  TRANSITION TIME

12:00PM – 1:00PM ET  BUSINESS MEETINGS & TABLE TALK

WEDNESDAY, JULY 21, 2021

Moderator:
Sarah Richardson
SVP & CIO, 
TIVITY HEALTH (TN)

Terri Couts
VP, CLINICAL SYSTEMS, 
INTEGRATION, 
PMO & EPIC 
APPLICATIONS 
PROGRAM, 
GUTHRIE (PA)

Anahi Santiago
CISO, 
CHRISTIANACARE (DE)

Craig Wilhelm
CIO, 
ARNOT HEALTH (NY)
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  HEALTHCARE IT INSTITUTE VIRTUAL THINK TANKS

12:00PM – 12:45PM ET  THINK TANK: DATA ADVANTAGE: OPERATIONALIZING BETTER, FASTER DECISIONS AT EVERY
  LEVEL 

Healthcare IT leaders understand the power of blending data from clinical and back-office 
systems to drive better business performance as well as better patient outcomes. With a 
shared source of truth and democratized access, every decision maker can leverage data at 
the point of decision for faster cycles and better results. If only if were as easy as it sounds! 
Join this session to talk through strategies and tactics for building a culture that facilitates 
a data advantage at every level of the organization. We’ll discuss how to: 
 •  Break down barriers to combining data and surfacing insights 
 •  Empower every decision maker to understand the benefits and limits of data in  
     guiding decisions 
 •  Ensure secure and relevant access to data at the point of decision 
 •  Operationalize faster cycle times and frequent feedback on data-driven decisions 
 •  Help every function embrace the changes required to leverage a data advantage 

1:00PM – 1:45PM ET  THINK TANK: BUILDING WORLD-CLASS PATIENT ACCESS EXPERIENCES

Care is a human-to-human experience, but patients live and work in a connected world. 
Learn how health systems are bridging the service gap while maintaining personalized care 
across live and digital access channels. In this presentation, we’ll profile health systems who 
have successfully adapted their access experience through intentional design, smart systems 
integration, and data-driven process improvement.

1:00PM – 1:45PM ET  THINK TANK: HEALTHCARE CISOS GUIDE TO RANSOMWARE PROTECTION AND CONNECTED 
  MEDICAL DEVICES

Health Systems continue to be exposed to ransomware attacks during the global pandemic 
with increased impact to patient care and exposure to large global integrated health 
delivery systems.  Patients have recognized significant patient care impacts such as 
rescheduled surgeries, increased patient wait times, delayed COVID-19 test results, and 
challenges filling prescription medications.  Clinical care teams are required to utilize 
downtime procedures and manual processes for patient care without access to electronic 
medical records (EMR), communication systems, radiology, cardiology, pharmacy, and 
laboratory systems all while being hero’s in the fight against the global pandemic.  This 
forum will outline the new risks that health systems have experienced in 2021 and provide 
CISOs a guide to protecting their organization from the latest outbreaks of ransomware in 
healthcare.

1:45PM – 2:00PM ET  BREAK 

2:00PM – 2:45PM ET  THINK TANK: IMPLEMENTING AN AI STRATEGY FOR ONGOING IMPACT ACROSS THE 
  ENTERPRISE — A CIO’S GUIDE

Delivery of innovation to healthcare has consistently lagged behind other industries; 
however, a recent study from McKinsey found that healthcare was the top industry 
adopting AI. In this Think Tank, you will engage in a discussion with your peers and two 
leaders in healthcare technology about how to best bring your AI strategy to life. 
Discussion topics will include:
 •  How an enterprise-wide AI program can help drive the strategic agenda of your  
     health system by breaking down data silos to create a network of intelligence
 •  Why health systems across the country are committing to solutions beyond RPA and  
     point solutions

Danny Fleisher
EXECUTIVE PARTNER,
 BLUETREE NETWORK

John Borkowski
DATA OFFICER, 
WORKDAY 

Troy Ament
CISO, HEALTHCARE & 
LIFE SCIENCE,
FORTINET

Rohan D’Souza
CHIEF PRODUCT 
OFFICER,
OLIVE

Braden Lambros
EVP, PROVIDER,
OLIVE
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 •  How long term AI programs offer ongoing, lasting results, with examples of how this  
     approach is helping to solve organizations’ most persistent challenges

2:00PM – 3:30PM ET  BUSINESS MEETINGS & TABLE TALK

3:30PM – 4:20PM ET  DIGITAL HEALTH, PATIENT EXPERIENCE AND DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGY: THE PROMISE AND
  THE REALITY

A Harvard Business Review March 2019 survey of industry-wide Directors, CEOs and 
Senior Executives found that 70% of digital transformation efforts do not reach their goals.  
Further, it was estimated that of the $1.3 trillion that was spent of digital transformation 
in 2018, $900 billion went to waste. Herein lies the promise and reality of disruptive 
technology in healthcare.
At the macro level, the US healthcare industry has been undergoing significant 
transformation.  A combination of disruptive market entrants, such as Amazon and 
Google, non-traditional partnerships and evolving consumer expectations have led the 
industry towards better access, interaction, and engagement digitally. And patients are 
starting to expect healthcare like everything else digital – convenient, quick, and 
personalized.  
The promises are many: the data access, capture and analysis of patients’ vital signs by 
physicians while patients remain in the comfort of their own homes; tracking terabytes of 
health information culled from EHRs and lab tests, and recommending an appropriate 
diagnosis to provide speedy treatments and improve patient turnover; a doctor in a big city 
being “transported” via VR to a rural clinic in the countryside to interact with patients, 
participate in evaluating them, and even perform their surgeries.
What is the reality however?  With the understanding that hospitals and health systems 
across the country are at different levels of digital maturity and that there is no cookie 
cutter approach, this highly experienced panel of Digital Officers will explore:
 •  Strategies to get started
 •  How to have discussions about disruptive technology at the Executive and Board   
     Levels
 •  Exploring how to attract and recruit the right talent
 •  Establishing strong data governance processes
 •  Determining Buy vs Build
 •  Maintaining future relevance

4:20PM – 4:50PM ET  RANSOMWARE: HOW ATTACKERS DEPLOY IT AND HOW YOU CAN STOP IT
Ransomware is a global issue that costs organizations across every corporate vertical 
billions of dollars each year. Industries have been significantly impacted over the past year, 
with malicious actors capitalizing on the fear and panic surrounding the COVID-19 
pandemic.  The Healthcare Industry in particular has been affected. 
In this interactive session, Michael Kanarellis and Joe Sarkisian will detail the anatomy of a 
ransomware attack, how it could negatively affect your organization, and tips for prevention 
and protection. 

4:20PM – 4:30PM ET  CLOSING REMARKS

Bipin Karunakaran
VP, CLINICAL INSIGHTS & 
ANALYTICS, 
NOVANT HEALTH (NC)

Michael Kanarellis
PRINCIPAL,
WOLF & CO 

Dr. Nitin (Nick) 
Patel
CHIEF DIGITAL OFFICER, 
PRISMA HEALTH (SC)

Joe Sarkisian
LEAD PENETRATION 
TESTER, 
WOLF & CO 

Dr. Ashish Atreja
CHIEF INFORMATION 
AND DIGITAL HEALTH 
OFFICER,
UC DAVIS HEALTH (CA)

Moderator:
Omer Awan
CHIEF DATA & DIGITAL 
OFFICER, 
ATRIUM HEALTH (NC)
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The opportunity to form meaningful connections through 
networking and collaboration has always been at the 
heart of the IPMI event experience. The Virtual program 
will not sacrifice this crucial element. 
You will be able to engage with your peers through 
high-quality video and audio-enabled, customized 
conversation hubs. Attendees can join tables in the 
virtual networking lounge, interacting with others in 
real-time as you would in a physical setting.

The Virtual Healthcare IT Institute is designed to create space for networking, knowledge 
transfer, dialogue and collaboration among Talent Leaders. This live, virtual networking space will 
allow for engagement and interaction in real-time and face-to-face. Throughout the Virtual 
Institute, attendees will share insights, opportunities and challenges with the goal of driving talent 
acquisition initiatives forward.

Benefit from insights and expertise shared through live 
Panel Discussions & Keynote Sessions, with the chance 
to share ideas through chat rooms, polling and Q&A. 

PANEL DISCUSSIONS &   
KEYNOTE SESSIONS

NETWORKING

My Virtual Experience

‘Huddle-up’ with like-minded leaders in collaborative and 
interactive, high-quality video sessions. You can pre-register 
for these intimate and engaging sessions of a limited 
group of executives, reserved for deep-dive discussion. 
Simply click on the table of the session you signed up for, 
corresponding to your event itinerary – just like entering 
a boardroom and ‘pulling up a chair’ in the real world!

VIRTUAL THINK TANKS & 
ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSIONS


